Characteristics of our Experiences
Pairing: Select parents randomly with probability proportional to rank position (from rank = 1 for the least fit member, and rank = N for the most fit)
Crossover and Mutation: Child inherits parents' choice (δ k ) when same for both; otherwise random allocation as for creating the initial population
Computational tests on hypothetical problem with N = 250, 2 critical resources, 6 quantitative and qualitative objectives, and 2 sets of balance categories (making 12 objectives in total)
Computational Experience With 12 objectives, the efficient space remains 11-dimensional -and number of efficient solutions vastComplete enumeration or graphical display not feasible
For any fixed goals, the reference point method rapidly finds the "closest" efficient solution
Proposal:
1. Approximate ideals (I i ) and efficient nadirs (N i ) for each objective i = 1, . . . , m 2. Generate m + 1 reference points by (i) 0.9 * I i + 0.1 * N i for all i; and (ii) 0.9 * I i + 0.1 * N i or each i in turn, with 0.1 * I k + 0.9 * N k for k = i 3. Present m + 1 solutions plus ranges of outcomes for each z i to decision maker 4. DM states acceptable bounds on each z i to replace I i and N i , and repeat from step 2. 
Example (first 6 objectives)
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